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ABSTRACT

EVALUATION OF A CONTINUOUS AIR MONITORING SYSTEM ON AN
UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE FOR MEASUREMENT OF AIRBORNE
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
By
Adam Pfannenstein

The release of airborne radioactive material presents a health risk hazard to many individuals,
emergency responders and public. It is necessary to characterize the unknown radioactive dangers
produced in the event of these incidents. Advantages to utilizing unmanned aerial systems in this
effort are personnel risk reduction and quick attainment of data points in a plume. By pairing a
continuous air monitor and detector with a drone, radioactive material concentration can be
quantified, and thus the extent of potential doses can be estimated. A small, low-flow air sampler
with a Geiger-Mueller counter was characterized using measurements of sources representing a
cloud of material and modelled using MCNP to find the usefulness of the system for detection of
nuclides of concern. The flying time and payload weight capacity limit the minimum detectable
activity concentration possible over the window of operation of the system. It was found that
activity concentrations corresponding to external and internal doses of concern can be detected
through use of this system with certainty for 90Sr and 137Cs in a plume, while those corresponding
to

241

Am and

238

Pu are more difficult to detect. This technical basis supports use of this system

after nuclear power accidents, where fission and activation products may be released, but shows
the limitation for application of detection of airborne special nuclear material.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The release of nuclear material into air, either deliberate or unintentional, is a serious
event, creating health and safety concerns, as well as draining resources. The task of identifying
and quantifying the radiation in these instances can be time consuming and relies on the proper
resources being in place quickly. The lag between event and deployment of detectors can lead to
loss of data points due to relatively quick dispersal and decay of important radionuclides.
Furthermore, the quantity of radioactivity in an area can be dangerous, causing both internal and
external doses beyond safe levels.
Aerial monitoring is a limited resource in the United States yet is crucial for effectively
responding to nuclear and radiological hazards which could disperse harmful material over a
large area. Ground monitoring as well as air sampling generally rely on the cloud of radioactive
material drifting to the point of monitoring and depositing on a surface. Further, moving
resources within the plume to perform measurements can lead to contamination of equipment
and undue risk to responders. Implementing unmanned aerial vehicles for detection of radiation
in air has the potential to cut down on resources, as well as expedite the timeline for sampling
and analysis.
There have been many uses of gamma ray spectrometers employed on aerial vehicles,
both manned and unmanned. These detectors provide a passive capability for measuring photon
emissions from material deposited on the ground. However, while this methodology of radiation
detection provides invaluable information for spread of radioactive contamination after
settlement of plumes, it provides limited decision-making data while the plume is still airborne.
Employment of an air sampler and radiation detector on an unmanned aerial vehicle could
present a modality for measurement and quantification of characteristics of the radiation in the
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plume and establishment of the source term of the radiation, thereby allowing for more accurate
models of ground effects and more informed risk-based decisions.
1.1. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles/Systems
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as unmanned aerial systems (UAS), or
drones, provide a new platform for performance of tasks in radiation detection that may
otherwise be considered not feasible for performance by humans (Guss et al. 2015). This could
either be because the radiation creates a dangerous environment, or the risk is simply too high,
not following ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) principles for radiation exposure. This
is true for both manual ground-based sampling as well as use of occupied aircraft. Occupied
aircraft have been used extensively in emergency response and threat deterrence for nuclear
scenarios. The capabilities are far greater in helicopters and planes, because greater loads can be
put on board allowing for greater detection possibilities, but the drawbacks from a risk
perspective are obvious. Additionally, upon flying an aircraft into a plume, the aircraft is most
likely going to be considered contaminated, and with these resources limited, this would set back
response operations significantly.
With control of drones being possible from remote locations, the deployment of such
systems allows for rapid arrival into otherwise difficult to reach places. The commercial type
drones, rotary wing with between 4 and 8 propellers, are easily maneuverable, with the only
physical limitations coming from flight time and weight load. Fixed wing UAVs used by the
Department of Defense have been a key piece of the National Security Strategy for many years,
and have focused on intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance missions, as well as precision
targeting (Department of Defense 2013). The limitation of a fixed wing UAV is the aerodynamic
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requirement of flight, making them less maneuverable, and certainly prohibiting hovering as the
rotary wing systems do.
Radiation detectors have been tested and deployed on both types of systems, generally
with the focus of gamma imaging objects or deposition on the ground. It is feasible however, to
attach detection devices to these UAVs and pilot them directly into an airborne release, which
could give immediate information in the event of radioactive material release (Peräjärvi et al.
2008).
1.2. Continuous Air Monitors
A standard air sampling system has three components, a vacuum pump, a collection
medium, and an air flow meter. The volume of air collected is an important factor in the
calculation of concentration of airborne radioactivity. The concentration of airborne radiation can
be estimated after measurement of activity on the filter per the volume of air that has passed
through the filter. If a fourth component, a radiation detector, is added to the system to allow for
real-time measurement as the sample is being collected, the system is now known as a
continuous air monitor (CAM). These are most often employed in situations where the threat of
radiation release is an immediate danger to health and safety, especially for alpha emitters, as
inhalation is a major health concern (Rogers 2011). So, by performing monitoring, any detection
of undesired radiation can be instantaneously analyzed within a certain confidence level, giving
decision makers the ability to take further action, such as evacuating, sheltering in place, or
donning protective respiratory devices.
Continuous air monitoring is conducted on the principle of airborne particles being
collected on a filter, and attached nuclides emitting radiations in close proximity to the detector.
While the filter is in use, the radioactivity is continually collected on it, so the actual
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measurement by most continuous systems is the rate of increase of count rate, not just simply the
count rate at a given time. While this is quite straightforward for gamma and beta emissions, as
they are penetrating enough to be counted after collection on a filter, it is less so for alphas.
Alpha particles are easily stopped by even the thinnest of materials, making probability of
reaching the counter very low. Further, environmental radon daughter nuclides are strong alpha
emitters, so the buildup of these progeny typically masks the alpha emission of other nuclides of
interest.
1.3. Geiger Mueller Counters
Geiger-Mueller (GM) counters are widely used in radiation detection but are quite limited
in offering specific energy information of the sources. However, their usefulness in detection
cannot be understated, as they afford an inexpensive and reliable method for counting, requiring
few additional electronic components. GM detectors are gas filled tubes containing an anode
wire within the gas. The inner walls of the tube are the cathode, with high voltage applied in the
gas medium between the two electrodes (Knoll 2010). Interactions of radiation with the gas
causes ionization and subsequent electron avalanche and output electrical signal. This process is
quite efficient for beta particles, as they have an affinity for interaction with the fill gas due to
their size and probability of ionization. However, gamma rays do not interact as readily with the
gas. Therefore, the efficiency with which photons are counted is low. They are more likely
measured due to interactions with the wall of the detector and creation of secondary radiations,
either photoelectric or Compton scattering, and liberation of an electron into the gas (Knoll
2010).
In a CAM, a GM counter can give useful external dose rate information, since the gamma
and beta radiations are easily measured on a filter after collection of particulate from the air.
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Therefore, the advantage of a GM in a CAM is in determining an exposure rate per volume of air
collected, which can be used to infer the external dose expected within a plume.
1.4. Nuclear Plume Scenarios
The most well-known recent release of airborne radioactive material was the Fukushima
nuclear power plant (NPP) accident in Japan in 2011. Due to reactor meltdown, and subsequent
explosion of highly pressurized containment, various nuclides were released into the atmosphere.
The principal contributors to airborne radioactivity immediately were 134/137Cs, 90Sr, and various
iodine isotopes (FRMAC 2010). Aerial monitoring was used extensively after Fukushima for
gamma imaging of deposited material (Martin et al. 2016).
The terrorist use of radioactive material in a radiological dispersal device (RDD) is also a
threat in which this device could be employed. Because radioactive material is not detected in
any way by human senses, its employment is a silent hazard in these types of events, giving a
high probability of causing harm due to inadequate evacuation or sheltering. The most likely
isotope used in an RDD is 137Cs, due to its physical form and ease of dispersion. Current
planning scenarios implement ground-based sampling and monitoring capabilities in these types
of events.
Special nuclear material (SNM), such as Plutonium and Uranium isotopes are most
infamously known as nuclear weapons material. The partial detonation of a nuclear weapon
could release these isotopes into the atmosphere, although there would probably be better means
of radiation detection in this instance. SNM, particularly the isotope 238Pu, is also used in the
space industry, providing long-lived heat generation for fuel in outer space (NASA 2014). Due to
the inherent risks with rocket launches to get objects into space, monitoring for release of these
hazardous substances is a major undertaking. The current means is through employment of
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environmental continuous air monitors. It is conceivable that drone monitoring for release of
238

Pu in the event of a space launch mishap would give a greater chance of detection of

plutonium particulate, as its diffusion in air upon settling to the ground would make the
probability of collecting a particle on a filter in a CAM very low.
These scenarios have been explored in depth by government departments and agencies,
which has led to plans and procedures for timely and effective response. Furthermore,
sophisticated plume modelling programs are available which allow decision makers and planners
to anticipate the consequences of these situations. The National Atmospheric Release Advisory
Center (NARAC) provides the expertise to predict the spread of hazardous substances in air with
true weather and topographic data. The modelers can perform accurate simulations under most
likely conditions but do rely on real data points in the field to validate their models as well as
update future predictions on plume characteristics.
1.5. Scope of Work
This study has explored a specific continuous air monitor which is advertised for use on a
rotary wing drone. Through simulations and experimental comparisons, the advantage of such a
system was characterized and quantified for isotopes of interest in nuclear plume scenarios.
Specifically, the efficiency of the system is determined for various radionuclides potentially
present in nuclear plume scenarios, the minimum detectable activity for the detection system has
been calculated with respect to changes in efficiency, sampling time, and background
contributions. The use of different detection mechanisms other than the standard Geiger-Muller
counter is also modeled. The system, meant to be piloted into a cloud of airborne radioactive
material, should be useful in determining the severity of the submersion dose to a person in the
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cloud. Correlations can be made between the counts recorded by this device and the extent of
radiation exposure the person receives.
It is not feasible to disperse radioactive material into the atmosphere in order to test this
system. There may be controlled releases performed by other agencies, but access is limited.
Therefore, experimental setup is meant to simulate the semi-infinite cloud through use of point
sources, measured and moved about the detector. Integration of measurements into one overall
model gives a reasonable estimate of detector response within a plume. Additionally, Monte
Carlo modelling can be used to simulate nearly any scenario in which a radioactive material has
been introduced into the environment. The simulations can be quite accurate if the geometry has
been setup properly and compared to a benchmark to determine where correction factors need to
be applied.
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CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
2.1. DroneRad-P system
The DroneRad-P was developed by Technical Associates, a division of US Nuclear
Corporation, for use as a radiation particulate sampler on a rotary wing unmanned aerial vehicle.
The DroneRad-P has three configurations available to clients. The first is solely an air sampler
and contains no detector. The pump on this system allows for variable flow rate of air through
the filter. The usefulness is for collecting a sample for later analysis by field or laboratory
methods. The second configuration employs a Geiger Mueller counter behind a filter which pulls
in air using a constant flow rate, and with external voltage applied gives a real-time count rate of
the radioactivity on the filter. The usefulness of this system is in collection of particles that emit
gamma and beta, as alphas will not be able to penetrate the filter for counting by the GM. The
third configuration draws in air in the opposite direction, thereby depositing particulate on the
back of the filter, which is facing the detector. This configuration allows all radioactive
emissions, including alpha, for the collected material to reach the Mica face and be counted.
Additionally, Technical Associates gives the option of substituting a Lanthanum Bromide (LaBr)
detector in place of the GM, allowing spectroscopic information to be acquired in flight
(Technical Associates).
The system studied in this project is the second configuration with a simple GM counter.
The pump flow rate is not variable and has been set at 2 liters per minute. The media employed is
a 4-cm diameter glass fiber filter. However, only a central circle of about 2.25 cm diameter is
open to the atmosphere and therefore available for particulate collection. The construction of the
pump and detector are further illustrated below. Figure 1 depicts the DroneRad-P system
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attached to a rotary wing UAV as marketed by Technical Associates. Figure 2 shows a section
view of the detector, which was used as a guide for building the system in MCNP.

Figure 1. Stylized picture of a DroneRad-P radiation detection system on an unspecified rotary
wing drone (Technical Associates)

Figure 2. Shortened technical diagram of the DroneRad-P detector (Technical Associates 2017)
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Figure 3. DroneRad-P pump-detector system

Figure 4. DroneRad-P with cap and filter removed, showing GM Mica window
2.2. Monte Carlo N-Particle code
The MCNP6 package was used in simulation of the detection system. Input files were
written, with geometries established through communication with Technical Associates,
technical specification drawings, and physical measurements. The cell, surface, and materials
cards were created to build the detector and can be found in the appendix of this paper.
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Figure 5. 3D view of DroneRad-P system. Geometry built in MCNP and output using Visual
Editor

Figure 6. 2D view of DroneRad-P system. Geometry built in MCNP and output using Visual
Editor
Figure 6 shows a two-dimensional view of the front of the DroneRad-P system. This
figure is a zoomed-in view of the front end of the device to show the components of interest –
the Geiger Muller pancake tube, the filter paper, and the outer cap holding the filter in place.
Further, this figure shows the housing material around the GM. The cylindrical housing is made
up of three layers: an outer blue aluminum, a black plastic, and an inner silver aluminum alloy.
Elemental composition of the alloys and plastic is not exact, but reasonably accurate in the
MCNP input code.
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2.3. Materials and Methods
Detector characterization has been performed using point sources of different nuclides.
Each measurement has been normalized to show absolute efficiency for the radiation from that
point through use of the equation:
ε abs = net counts (cps) / current activity of source (dps)
Due to isotropic nature of radioactive decay of the sources, it is obvious that only the particles
incident on the face of the detector will have a chance of being counted. The solid angle is
greatest when the source is close to the detector and decreases as the point source is moved
away. If the efficiency was calculated versus the number of particles striking the detector, that
would give a value for the intrinsic efficiency of the detector. Because these point sources are
being used to normalize response, for all areas in a space surrounding the detector, the absolute
efficiency gives useful values. By combining measurements into a single picture, the efficiency
of detection of material in a plume can be visualized. This is assuming that any decay of a
radioactive particle occurs at any possible point in the cloud. The coordinate system used was
consistent throughout and shown below in figure 7. Directionality was tested and found to be
negligible, allowing for measurements to be performed for only one quadrant in front of the
detector, with symmetry around the z axis. Coordinates used in this system are referred to using
the notation (xy, z). This convention can also be read (radial distance, axial distance) with the
center of the face of the detector as the origin (0,0).
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Figure 7. Coordinate system used for point source measurements (all units are cm)
Figure 8 below shows a representation of the efficiencies determined experimentally
using point sources at the locations corresponding to the coordinates of the grid (all units are in
cm). For the three principle nuclides used, the greatest efficiency was registered at the filter face
(0,0), which was expected. The next measurements for all nuclides were at least an order of
magnitude lower. Moving axially, the nuclides still registered a reasonable efficiency at 5 cm
from the face (0,5), but then another order of magnitude less at 14 cm (0,14). Moving radially,
the efficiencies decreased to below appreciable levels at 8 cm (8,5). Therefore, the space from
the filter axially to 5 cm and radially to 8 cm warrants further exploration and comparison using
MCNP. The experimental efficiencies of point sources in a cloud configuration around the
detector are depicted with a color gradient scheme of green for highest relative absolute
efficiency to red for lowest. This is meant to show that the influence of particles in the cloud on
counts registered by the detector is quite minimal outside of a small volume directly in front of
the filter DroneRad-P.
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Figure 8. Integration of Experimental Absolute Efficiencies for various nuclides. a) 241Am;
b) 137Cs; c) 90Sr/Y
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CHAPTER 3. RESULTS
3.1. Detector Benchmark
In order to establish an accurate model of the detector in MCNP, simulations of point
sources at locations also measured experimentally were compared. Simulations of point sources
are performed and normalized for a single disintegration of the point source. This means that any
number registered in the simulation output is essentially a measure of absolute efficiency, as the
sources emit isotopically in the same manner as they do in reality.
Comparisons to experimental measurements both in axial and radial directions were
performed to determine which types of tallies best simulated GM pulses for a beta (90Sr), gamma
(241Am), and a mixed beta-gamma (137Cs) emitter. Figures show the comparisons performed for
distances from the detector in axial and radial directions, with reference to the local coordinate
system shown in figure 7. Axially, this means simulations were performed with point sources at
coordinates in the relative coordinate system (0,0), (0,5), and (0,14) and plotted versus the
distances 0, 5, and 14 cm axially from the face. Radially, this means simulations were performed
with point sources at (0,5), (2,5), (4,5), (6,5), and (8,5), and plotted versus the distances 0, 2, 4, 6,
8 cm radially from the point (0,5). The views in figure 9 below show the point source placements
used for axial and radial comparisons.
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Figure 9. Representation of placement of point sources in MCNP simulation
The input file sources are built based on nuclear data published in ICRP 107 and
available through the software DECDATA. Source cards are built using the intensity and
probability of emission of a particular type of radiation. Using tabulated values from ICRP 107
corresponding to the beta spectra and photon lines emitted during disintegration, the decay for
these isotopes can be simulated. To simulate a beta decay spectrum, an ‘a’ is placed in the source
information card, which interpolates between values. To simulate discrete photon energies, a ‘l’
is placed in the source information card, making each value correspond to its paired probability
(Pelowitz 2013). The same three isotopes used experimentally were simulated as point sources:
90

Sr, 241Am, and 137Cs. The 90Sr source code must also include 90Y, as during experimental

measurements, enough time had passed after 90Sr assay that decay would lead to build up of 90Y
in secular equilibrium. Of the radiations emitted from these sources, only photons and betas were
transported in the MCNP simulation. This was done because the alphas emitted by 241Am were
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not able to penetrate the filter experimentally, so would have only resulted in wasted computing
time during MCNP code runs. The figures below show graphically the photon and beta spectra of
the three isotopes. These graphs were then exported as tables which were used to build the
source cards in MCNP shown in the appendix.

Figure 10. 137Cs Beta decay spectrum from ICRP 107 (ICRP 2008)

Figure 11. 90Sr Beta decay spectrum from ICRP 107 (ICRP 2008)
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Figure 12. 90Y Beta decay spectrum from ICRP 107 (ICRP 2008)

Figure 13. 90Sr/Y in secular equilibrium Beta decay spectrum
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Figure 14. 241Am photon decay energies from ICRP 107 (ICRP 2008)
Measurement of pulses in the detector can be simulated in many ways, some more
accurate than others. This study looks at pulse height (F8) and surface current (F1) tallies for GM
counter simulation. For most MCNP detector simulations, F8 tallies are used to give pulses in the
detector region contributed by the particles of specific energies. MCNP treats interactions of
photons and electrons identically when an F8 card is used in the detector cell. This means that
there is no way to simply differentiate the pulses created by a photon and those created by an
electron or beta. This becomes an issue when simulating a detector which, although meant to
detect both types of radiations, does so with different efficiencies (Grujic et al. 2013). The F1
tally can be used to find the current of a particular type of particle crossing a surface, and thus
measure the quantity of particles in question over the defined surface. A drawback to this tally is
the uncertainty as to the direction of transit for the particle.
To find the most accurate type of tally for simulation of pulses generated in a GM tube,
comparison of each must be performed. As discussed, GM counters offer no energy information,
meaning the use of any tallies for spectroscopic information in the gas cell is irrelevant, as there
would be no way to see this in the real-life system, even if it is possible in MCNP. Because
pulses are energy indiscriminate, the type of tally used should be as a summation over all
interactions, meaning a single number should be output for determination of pulses created per
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disintegration of the source. To begin to investigate tally types, the way pulses are created should
be understood. Charged particles, in this case, betas, penetrate the Mica window and due to their
size, interact readily with the gas and create a pulse. Photons on the other hand are quite
inefficient in interacting with a gas, particularly of limited density and volume. Therefore, as
opposed to counting a photon directly, a GM is more likely to count a secondary electron created
after photon interaction with some material surrounding the fill gas, especially the cathode walls.
Figure 15 below depicts the possibility of secondary electron creation after interaction of initial
photon.

Figure 15. Theoretical contribution of secondary electrons to pulse generation in a GM from a
photon source (Knoll 2010)
This diagram suggests that a tally could simply count the secondary electrons traversing into the
gas and neglect the photons.
All of this suggests that special treatment or modification of either the F1 or F8 must be
done in order to give a more accurate simulation. The F1 tally was given a “flagging” modifier,
which led to counting only electrons that crossed from the cathode material into the gas. The F8
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tally was given a charge deposition modifier, meaning only pulses created by charged particles
were counted (Pelowitz 2013). Because the photons are uncharged, using this modifier will
neglect them from producing a tally. The tally card is shown in figure 65 in the appendix.
Thus, both of these modifiers can be used to better simulate pulses within a GM. The
accuracy of the tallies is shown in the following figures, with comparison to experimental
absolute efficiencies as discussed previously.

Figure 16. Axial comparison of 137Cs experimental and simulated efficiencies
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Figure 17. Radial comparison of 137Cs experimental and simulated efficiencies
137

Cs simulation showed the largest differences of any of the sources simulated, as seen

in figure 17. This could be due in part to the inexact modeling of the geometry of the detector. In
particular, the material compositions used in building the detector in MCNP are not completely
known, so estimates on percent aluminum in the cylindrical shells probably vary from those
used. The gammas being of higher energy could cause a discrepancy with the theoretical
generation of secondary radiations around the detector due to imprecise quantities of photons
penetrating the shielding.
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Figure 18. Axial comparison of 90Sr/Y experimental and simulated efficiencies

Figure 19. Radial comparison of 90Sr/Y experimental and simulated efficiencies
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For 90Sr/Y, beta particles emitted by the source are counted by GMs with nearly 100%
efficiency, and minimal secondary radiations are generated from their interactions with other
materials. As seen in figure 19, the difference from experimental to simulated is greatest at
farther distances radially from the axis. This could again be due to in exact modeling but is most
likely an issue with the filter paper material. This is because no beta particle would be expected
to penetrate the metal shells. Betas are only energetic enough to penetrate thin layers, such as the
filter paper. If the density or material composition of the filter paper was simulated as different
than manufactured, this could cause variations in the comparison, especially as the betas have
already lost energy over the range which they have traveled. Another possibility is inexact
modelling of the thickness of the Mica window. For such a material, the difference of only a few
microns can create a major discrepancy in the percentage of heavy particles able to cross.

Figure 20. Axial comparison of 241Am experimental and simulated efficiencies
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Figure 21. Radial comparison of 241Am experimental and simulated efficiencies
For 241Am, the low energy gammas were the only radiation considered, as the alpha
particles would not be counted by this particular GM due to absorption in the filter paper. The
surface current tallies model the number of secondary electrons being created by photoelectric
effect in the cathode material after gamma interaction and crossing into the GM gas. For the
lower energy photons, it is also possible that interactions can occur in less dense material, the
GM gas in this case, which makes the charge deposition tally useful.
Differences in the comparisons could be due to imprecise modelling of detector shielding
material. The interactions of gammas with the material in the shielding specifically can lead to
secondary radiations which may not be modelled as realistically. There is also an error associated
with any MCNP simulation. This uncertainty of a tally output decreases with 1/√n as more
particles are transported for the simulation, where n is the number of particles simulated
(Pelowitz 2013). For the purposes of this study, enough particles were transported for every point
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source simulation such that less than 10% uncertainty in each tally type was achieved. No
variance reduction was used.
Overall, it is desirable to find a single type of tally that can be used for all sources at all
locations. Summing the electrons that enter the GM gas after leaving the cathode or Mica
window was found to be an effective use of modified F1 tallies. However, the F8 modified tallies
seem to be the better option for beta and secondary electron counting within a gas volume. For
the purposes of this detector simulation, either the +F8 or cF1 tally types are acceptable, and in
fact are recommended to be used as a check against one another in MCNP (Pelowitz 2013). If
another configuration of the DroneRad-P is used, and alpha particles could contribute to counts,
as discussed in section 2.1, then further MCNP trials would be required to determine an
alternative.
3.2. Background Sampling
One of the most important aspects of any detector is the counting of background radiation
levels. For a continuous air monitor, this means the buildup of ambient radiation over time will
influence the detection of unknown radiation due to a changing number of background counts
and count rate over the course of the sample. The background counts and count rate are
particularly influential on the overall minimum detectable activity of a particular isotope for the
detector.
To calculate minimum detectable activities, the background counts measured by this
system need to be determined, with respect to ambient radon. Stationary measurements were
made with the pump operating to determine the rate of change of background counts due to
radon. The contribution to counts will generally be greatest on the ground, as the concentration
of radon diminishes with altitude, as does contribution of groundshine.
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Taking background measurements with the pump off both indoors and outdoors showed
the background count rates to be similar, between 12-14 counts per minute (cpm).
Air sampling was conducted over 30-minute periods, as this is generally the maximum
flight time of a drone which would be carrying this detection system, so sampling for any longer
would not be considered a realistic condition. The total counts at each minute were recorded. The
count rate at each minute was then found by dividing total counts by total elapsed time.
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Figure 22. Background counts for 30 minutes of detector operation. Upper line shows count with
vacuum pump on while lower line shows counts with pump off
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Figure 23. Change in count rates over time of detector operation. Upper line shows with pump on
while lower line shows with pump off
With the pump continuously collecting ambient radiation, the counts escalate more so
than without buildup on the filter. This outcome is expected but shows that for even a low flow
pump over a short time, the background cannot be considered a constant for contribution to
counts. The background is more dynamic in a continuous air monitor and must be treated as such
in the determination of MDAs. The count rate depicts the change most clearly, showing the
increase in background count rate for a continuous air monitor, whereas the use of the detector
without buildup of natural radiation maintains a constant, although statistically unsteady, count
rate over the entire time of sampling.
The uncertainty of counts due to background radiation introduces some error into the
calculation of an MDA or MDC. The uncertainty in background count rate is equal to the square
root of the number of counts over the count time. This implies that the uncertainty in background
rate is higher with lower sampling and counting time. Because operation of the system is limited
to 30 minutes in this study, the uncertainty in background rate is lowest at (√N b )/30 counts per
minute where N b is the total number of counts for a background sample. Using the maximum
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background counts of approximately 480 after 30-minute sampling time, as seen in figure 22, the
uncertainty in background count rate can be estimated as 0.73 cpm, which is 4.5%. This can be
significant when sampling low activity concentrations of material collected in air.
Other sources of background aside from ambient radon and its progeny could play some
role in background count contribution. Of note, 40K in the earth undergoes beta emission.
Additionally, at elevation, cosmic radiation might become a contributor to counts. However, for
the purposes of this study, and as evidenced by the already low background counts, contributors
other than radon and its progeny are considered minimal. The background sampling was
performed at an undisturbed location on campus at UNLV during early morning hours, as that is
when ambient radon concentrations tend to be highest. The natural background radiation in Las
Vegas is around 10 µR/hr and ambient radon levels are less than 0.01 pCi/m3 (EPA; Haber 2017)
3.3. Minimum Detectable Activity
The minimum detectable activity of a specific type of radiation using this system is most
affected by three factors: background counts, efficiency for source, and time of sampling and
counting. These are evident in the MDA formula as developed by Currie, and based statistically
on a 95% confidence of true counts with a 5% possibility of false counts:
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =

3 + 4.65�𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏
𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐

where t c is the time of counting, N b is the background counts, and ε is the absolute efficiency of
the detection system (Currie 1968; Cember & Johnson 2009). This equation holds true for any

moment in time in which background counts can be considered constant, and if the time counting
the background is equal to the time counting the sample. However, when background counts
change over the course of the sample counting, other factors must be included. Continuous air
monitors are thus characterized by a minimum detectable concentration (MDC), which includes
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the time of sampling and volume sampled, thus giving different units than are seen in the MDA
equation.
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =

2.71 + 3.29�2𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐
𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 𝑄𝑄

where r b is the background count rate, t s is the sampling time, and Q is the pump flow rate

(Cember & Johnson 2009; Pöllänen & Siiskonen 2006). The MDC formula cannot be simplified
as much as the MDA formula when applied to CAM systems. This is because the collection of
radon progeny on the filter increases over the time of sampling, and thus the count rate due to
these background radiations also increases. Both of these formulas can be used dynamically, to
show the change in MDA or MDC with increased sampling time, counting time, and background
counts. The MDA curve shows that since there is no buildup of material on the filter, there is
only statistically lessening of the detectable amount over time. The MDC, because more material
is being collected continuously, shows a quicker drop in detectable source activity. Further, the
MDC is quantifiable as to the activity in a volume of air, as the amount of ambient air sampled is
known and factored into the equation.
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Figure 24. Minimum Detectable Activity and Minimum Detectable Concentration
These curves are meant to show the importance of background on MDA and MDC. The
efficiencies used in the generation of these curves was based on the experimental point source
positioned directly in front of the detector, as shown in chapter 2. The efficiencies to be used in
generation of these curves are isotope specific, and are not determined from point sources, and
will be discussed in a later section. If this system is to be used in other parts of the country or
world, natural background radiation levels will certainly differ, and contributions due to buildup
of radon progeny over time could be higher or lower. Therefore, background sampling should be
performed prior to application in other regions. If background levels are higher, then the MDA or
MDC will also be higher, making detection of lower activity concentrations of radioactive
material in air less likely.
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3.4. Cloud and Filter Simulations
As mentioned, using a plume or cloud of radiation to determine the response of this
detector is not feasible, so other methods must be employed. MCNP was used to simulate a cloud
of radiation around the detector. The detector would normally be connected to a UAV and flown
into a plume, surrounding it on all sides. The program can be used in this type of source-detector
geometry to give estimations of response, but does have some limitations, and there would also
be assumptions made about the reality which the simulation mimics. Of these, two are most
noticeable when building input codes and performing simulations. First, the composition of the
cloud which has a source distributed through it cannot be known entirely. The material is made
to be air, but in a true plume, there may be smoke, dust, or water vapor which would affect
particle transport. The assumption is made that using normal dry air would give a conservative
estimate on the effect of attenuation by the atomic composition of the cloud, and thus perhaps
higher than expected counts. There is also likely to be a disparity in efficiency due to dust
loading and self-absorption on the filter, but this would be a more problematic variable when
attempting to count alpha particles with the GM, as they are easily stopped. Photons and most
betas have sufficient energy to disregard this attenuation. Second, the extent of any plume or
cloud of radiation is highly variable depending on the situation which leads to its release,
weather conditions, and elapsed time since release. The important issue for the MCNP input code
is the extent of the cloud. For these purposes, simulation of a truly infinite, or even relatively
infinite cloud would cost much computing time. Therefore, the source code made use of source
clouds of varying radii, each with a normalized activity of material within the volume. Because
the simulations are normalized to 1 disintegration, it is assumed that this can correlate to 1 Bq
(disintegration per second) of source material. By simulating various cloud volumes, the source
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is essentially 1 Bq distributed evenly throughout the entire volume of the cloud. Thus, the
activity concentration in units Bq/m3 can be calculated relative to one Bq of material using:
�𝐴𝐴�𝑉𝑉 � =

1

4� 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟 3
3

where 𝑟𝑟 is the radius of the cloud. This neglects the amount of space that the detector itself takes
up in the center of the cloud. The overall volume of the clouds simulated are much larger,
making the volume of the detector nearly negligible.
The activity concentration determined was used as an estimate for the activity
concentration of an infinite cloud, in which the detector was placed in the center. In MCNP
simulations, it is not practical to run infinite geometry problems. Therefore, by defining the
boundaries of the cloud of radioactive material, and setting a weight for particle disintegrations, a
known activity concentration can be used for efficiency calculations. These activity
concentrations were then used to determine the response per activity of isotope in the air, without
operation of the sampler. While this does not make for a truly infinite geometry, it can be
assumed that at some distance away from the center of the cloud, contribution by radiation
emissions is negligible compared with those close to the detector. From figure 8, it was evident
that even at only 14 cm from the face of the detector, the efficiency decreased by 2 or more
orders of magnitude. Thus, it can be expected that the contribution is diminished at any further
distances away for moderate energy gamma emitters.
The isotopes simulated in the air were 137Cs, 90Sr/Y, and 238Pu. Each of these is of interest
for a feasible utilization of this device. 137Cs is a most likely isotope within a radiological
dispersal device and could be dispersed in a cloud emitting both gamma and beta radiation,
creating external and internal hazards. 90Sr is a major product of nuclear power reactors after
fission and was seen abundantly after Fukushima. It was modeled with 90Y in secular
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equilibrium, even though fresh spent reactor fuel may not have ingrown much 90Y. 238Pu is an
alpha emitting isotope of Plutonium used heavily in space exploration, particularly on unmanned
rovers within a battery. Space launches are risky, and the potential exists for explosion and
release of 238Pu into the air. While this system is unable to monitor for alpha particles, there is a
possibility of detecting the low energy beta and gammas emitted from 238Pu. The source data for
137

Cs and 90Sr/Y were shown in a previous section. 238Pu decay data from ICRP 107 is shown

below.

Figure 25. 238Pu photon decay energies from ICRP 107 (ICRP 2008)

Figure 26. 238Pu beta decay spectrum from ICRP 107 (ICRP 2008)
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Figure 27. Simulation of counts per disintegration of varying activity concentrations of 137Cs in
an infinite cloud around the detector

Figure 28. Simulation of counts per disintegration of varying activity concentrations of 90Sr/Y in
an infinite cloud around the detector
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Figure 29. Simulation of counts per disintegration of varying activity concentrations of 238Pu in
an infinite cloud around the detector
For operation of the count rate detector alone, figures 27, 28, and 29 would give the best
possible detection efficiencies for these isotopes at the activity concentrations calculated.
However, using a continuous air monitor allows for collection of material on the filter, which is a
better geometry for detection due to less shielding between material collected on the filter and
the face of the GM tube. Furthermore, the air pump will continue to pull more material onto the
filter over time, which means that the activity of the radioactive material has increased in the
detector region.
There are assumptions that need to be made. First, the build-up of material on the filter
has consequences. More material on the filter will mean more attenuation of radiation, and
possibly fewer counts. Thus, the efficiency should decrease over time for a continuous air
monitor given this condition. However, along with buildup comes increased surface area for
attachment of particulate. This would increase the overall efficiency of detection. These two
facets of detection efficiency variation are assumed to mostly balance each other, and therefore
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in these simulations, the detection efficiency for material on a filter remains constant over the
length of sampling. Additionally, the duration of sampling being limited to only 30 minutes
should make for minimal error in either of these.
The second assumption is that the cloud is homogenously dispersed with radioactive
material. This may not be the case, especially for particulate that has an affinity to attach to
certain size dust particles. Assuming those size dust particles homogenously distributed
throughout the plume or cloud is questionable. However, for these simulations, it is assumed that
the cloud is homogenously mixed, particularly locally around the UAV and detector. There is
also an assumption the dynamic air flow created by the rotary wings of the UAVs does not
disrupt the vacuum intake of the air sampler. It is certainly feasible that the air flowing
downward from the propellers is moving at a velocity which prevents material in air being
collected on the filter, since the velocity of the intake would be lower than the velocity of the
surrounding air. This would lead to particle size biasing for the sampler.
To simulate the source collected on the filter, the material must be deposited throughout
some filter depth. Filter deposition should be determined experimentally for various size
particles on a filter medium but was outside the scope of this study. Therefore, the impact of
difference in source deposition was investigated briefly, using depth of sources into the filter of
0.001 (outer 10%), 0.005 cm (half), and 0.01 (fully deposited). The efficiency increases for fully
deposited material on the filter, as expected, but only slightly.
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Figure 30. Efficiency of detection for sources on the DroneRad-P filter at varying absorption
depths
Figure 31 was plotted using Visual Editor as a method of verifying source location. This
shows the source as blue dots on the filter from both a side and front view. It should be noticed
that the source is not distributed throughout the entire radius of the filter. This is because during
normal operation of the device, only the portion of the filter exposed by the hole in the center of
the cap will collect particulate material. Therefore, only the center 2.25 cm diameter, equivalent
to the diameter of the hole, has been deposited with material during simulations.
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Figure 31. Depiction of source material on the filter of the DroneRad-P system
With those assumptions made, it is possible to estimate the advantage of operating the air
sampler over time within a cloud of a single isotope, in hopes of increasing likelihood of
detection. It is assumed that a linear buildup occurs over the entire sampling time. The graphs
below show the detection probability after operating the sampler in a homogenous cloud of a
single isotope for 30 seconds and 30 minutes.

Figure 32. Count rate attributed to buildup of material on the filter after sampling within an
infinite cloud of 137Cs for 30 seconds and 30 minutes
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Figure 33. Count rate attributed to buildup of material on the filter after sampling within an
infinite cloud of 90Sr/Y for 30 seconds and 30 minutes

Figure 34. Count rate attributed to buildup of material on the filter after sampling within an
infinite cloud of 238Pu for 30 seconds and 30 minutes
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Simulations using MCNP for both cloud and filter deposited sources also compute an
uncertainty in results. These errors are seen in table 5 in the appendix for each simulation. Just as
for the point source simulations, increasing computation time and number of particles
transported will decrease the uncertainty of a simulation. For cloud sources, it is noticeable that
uncertainties are higher than for either filter deposited or point sources.
Because sampling and counting are continuous over the operation of this detector, it is
useful to compare the counts over the full time of operation, in this case, 30 minutes.
Additionally, using the background measured at ground level, it should be evident as to the
possibility of observing an increased count rate above background, as shown in figures 35
through 37 below.

Figure 35. Count rate expected for 100, 1000, and 2000 Bq/m3 activity concentration clouds of
137
Cs
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Figure 36. Count rate expected for 100, 1000, and 2000 Bq/m3 activity concentration clouds of
90
Sr/Y

Figure 37. Count rate expected for 100, 1000, and 2000 Bq/m3 activity concentration clouds of
238
Pu
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Since figures 35 through 37 above are an integration of experimental background
measurements and simulated material deposited on a filter, error propagation is applicable due to
the addition of uncertainties in the two sets of data. The overall uncertainty in this system is the
addition of percent errors. While simulation uncertainties can be reduced by transporting more
particles and using more computing time, background uncertainty for this system cannot be
reduced much, as there is a constraint on sampling and counting time.
Based on the graphs, it seems possible to develop a function for expected count rate of
this detector as a function of activity concentration in the cloud and time of sampling. The other
variables for this system; flow rate and detection efficiency, are assumed constant for any single
isotope in the cloud. If this method of detection was to be used with variations to the system,
such as increased pump flow rate or larger filter capture area, an adjustment could be made to
predict an increase or decrease in probability of detection over time. While figures 32 through 37
show this relationship as a function of only one parameter, it can be visualized on a three-axis
plot as a function of two variables.
An overall function would contain three terms: count rate due to background, the count
rate expected from cloud contribution, and the count rate after buildup of material on the filter
over a known sampling time.
Count Rate = background count rate + Cloud contribution + CAM count rate
𝐶𝐶̇ = 𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏 + 𝛼𝛼(𝐴𝐴 ⁄ 𝑉𝑉 )𝛽𝛽 + (𝐴𝐴�𝑉𝑉 )𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 𝜀𝜀𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

where 𝐶𝐶̇ is total count rate expected, r b is background rate, α and β are constants for a particular

isotope, (A/V) is activity concentration of the isotope in the cloud, Q is the flow rate of the pump,
t s is the sampling time, and 𝜀𝜀𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 is the efficiency of the filter-detector geometry in the CAM

system.
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In this equation, the background count rate term, although appearing as a single value, is
better obtained experimentally because the background count rate will increase with collection of
more radon progeny over time. For the purpose of this study, this first term will make use of the
data in figure 23. Constants α and β are determined from the semi-empirical curves generated by
Monte Carlo simulations of infinite clouds, with fitted equations seen in figures 27 through 29.
The third term makes use of the Monte Carlo determined efficiency for the filter-detector
geometry and known quantities for flow rate and time of sampling. Since the time of sampling
equals time of counting in CAM systems, this formula is a function of only two variables, time
and activity concentration. Surface plots for the three isotopes studied are shown below.

Figure 38. Count rate expected in a homogenous 137Cs cloud as a function of activity
concentration and sampling time
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Figure 39. Count rate expected in a homogenous 90Sr/Y cloud as a function of activity
concentration and sampling time

Figure 40. Count rate expected in a homogenous 238Pu cloud as a function of activity
concentration and sampling time
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CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Submersion Dose
The usefulness of these measurements is to estimate the dose due to submersion in a
cloud of radioactive material. The counts over time, along with the known volume of air
collected, can tell the activity concentration in Bq/m3 through comparison with the curves
generated from the simulations. These were performed for only single isotopes in the plume,
which in reality may not be the case. Further simulations for multiple isotopes within a plume is
a future area of study.
Two terms, the DAC’ ex and the DAC’ in , both describing a derived activity concentration
of isotopic material in air, were created for the purpose of discussion in this research and will not
be found in literature. Similar theoretical derived intervention and response levels are used in
emergency response (FRMAC 2015) and by various agencies to define activity concentration of
a radionuclide for a specific application (EPA 2017).
The DAC’ terms in this paper are meant to be flexible, allowing a dose of concern to be
set after an incident, and subsequent activity concentration to be calculated, for use as a deciding
factor in detector selection. These activity concentrations of concern can be compared to the
MDC of the system for determination of appropriateness of the system for the application.
4.1.1. External exposure
The submersion dose in this case is measured by a detector surrounded by an infinite
cloud of radioactive material, meaning a 4π geometry. This is important because the geometry
has a major effect on the dose rate formula. From ICRP 60, the dose rate to a phantom from
submersion in a semi-infinite cloud of gamma emitting material is given as:
𝐷𝐷̇ = 𝐻𝐻�𝐴𝐴�𝑉𝑉 �(1 − e−𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 )
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where 𝐷𝐷̇ is the dose rate, 𝐻𝐻 is the Monte Carlo derived dose coefficient from table 1, �𝐴𝐴�𝑉𝑉 � is
the activity concentration of the radionuclide in the cloud, and (1 − e−𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 ) is the absorbed
fraction in the cloud, which can be assumed to be equal to 1 for an infinite cloud geometry

(ICRP 1991). The ICRP is concerned about the dose to a person on the ground, therefore, 2π
geometry, since the ground prevents submersion in a completely infinite cloud. The detector on a
UAV on the other hand, will be flown into the plume, presumably to a height which can be
considered far enough off the ground to constitute an infinite distance in relation to meaningful
contribution to counts. Therefore, the equation from ICRP 60 is simply multiplied by 2 to
convert to a 4π geometry for an infinite cloud surrounding a phantom.
In the equation, the term H has been found through Monte Carlo calculations. Poston and
Snyder performed the Monte Carlo for monoenergetic photons in an infinite 2π geometry around
a simple adult sized phantom, with results shown in table 1. While more complex phantoms have
been used more recently, the dose rate per activity in unit volume surrounding the phantom is an
accurate enough measurement for the purposes of risk estimation.
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Table 1. Monte Carlo determined dose due to whole body exposure within an infinite cloud of
monoenergetic photons (Poston & Snyder 1974)
Photon initial energy (MeV) H, Dose (rad/day)
0.01
2.05E-06
0.015
1.10E-05
0.02
3.50E-05
0.03
1.49E-04
0.05
6.02E-04
0.1
1.55E-03
0.2
3.15E-03
0.5
7.52E-03
1
1.48E-02
1.5
2.49E-02
2
3.25E-02
4
7.00E-02
By rearranging the cloud dose formula to give the equation
𝐷𝐷̇
= 2𝐻𝐻 (1 − e−𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 )
𝐴𝐴
� �𝑉𝑉 �

and using these Monte Carlo results with µ a , the attenuation coefficient of air, it is possible to
determine the infinite cloud radius for an isotope at which the phantom will receive a maximum
dose. This is important in order to determine when a cloud of a gamma emitting isotope can be
considered infinite for the purposes of external dose calculations. Figure 41 below was generated
for three isotopes which are known gamma emitters, even if their aerosolizing is improbable, in
the case of 60Co, or if they are of more concern for internal dose, as is the case for 241Am alpha
emissions.
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Figure 41. Dose coefficients for gamma emitting nuclides in an infinite cloud geometry around
an adult phantom
𝐴𝐴�
𝑉𝑉� can be used as a new dose coefficient value. If a dose rate of
At this point,
𝐷𝐷̇
concern is set, then it is multiplied by the new dose coefficient to determine a derived activity
concentration for external dose rates of concern

4.1.2. Internal exposure

DAC’ex = �

𝐴𝐴�
𝑉𝑉� � �𝐷𝐷̇
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �
𝐷𝐷̇

It is obvious that gamma emitting nuclides will not be the sole contributors to dose from
submersion in a cloud of radioactive material. Beta exposure can lead to both external dose,
particularly to the skin, as well as internal dose due mostly to inhalation. Alpha particles emitted
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by isotopes in the air are particularly damaging when inhaled. These doses will dominate the
total effective dose from submersion in a cloud of radioactive material.
For beta emitting nuclides, the formula for determining external dose is very similar to
that used for photon dose rates. While it would be possible to determine the skin dose due to
external exposure to a cloud of beta emitting material, it is highly variable. This is because beta
particles can be shielded by clothing, even of simple construction and minimal thickness.
Therefore, unless a person is void of any outer wear, there is little chance of receiving a wholebody dose of concern from external betas. The risk of beta burns on the face and hands, as well
as eye dose, could exist due to submersion in a plume. However, this dose estimation would
require extensive Monte Carlo outside the scope of this study. Further, the risk of inhalation of
the beta emitting material far outweighs that of skin dose and will be explored.
Both beta and alpha particles can cause large doses when inhaled. It may be more
problematic for particular organs, such as the lungs or thyroid, rather than as a whole-body dose.
ICRP 119 compiles dose coefficients for inhalation of alpha and beta emitting nuclides.
Furthermore, the derived air concentration (DAC) is the concentration of a given radionuclide in
air which, if breathed by a person, with the assumption of working 2,000 hours in a year and
with an inhalation rate of 1.2 m3 of air per hour results in an intake of one annual limit on intake
(ALI), which is the amount of material that results in a committed effective dose equivalent of 5
rems (or .05 Sv) to that person. This is reflected in the DAC equation:
DAC (Bq/m3) = ALI / 2400

where a breathing rate of 1.2 m3/hr over standard working year of 2000 hours equals 2400 m3 of
air inhaled (Cember & Johnson 2009).
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DACs are however more appropriately used for occupational workers, and ALIs are
based on an occupational exposure level for a year of work (Cember & Johnson 2009). In the
case of a nuclear incident, there is more concern of doses to the public and emergency
responders, which necessitates a comparison to a different standard. Therefore, when evaluating
dose due to inhalation, an adjustment to the formula can be made to estimate the amount of
material inhaled by a person in a cloud during a release to receive a dose of concern. The
adjustments made are done using the dose coefficient term for inhalation of a nuclide. A
compendium of dose coefficients is available in ICRP 119 specifically for inhalation and
ingestion of the isotope of concern. Just as was done for external dose, a new term the DAC’ in ,
will be used. This is not a true DAC per the definition, but instead a translation based on other
than occupational values. DAC’ in will be defined by the following equation:
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 ′ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =

𝐷𝐷
eṙ𝑡𝑡

where D is the dose level of concern, e is the dose coefficient per ICRP 119, ṙ is the respiration
rate of the person and t is the time spent in the plume of radioactive material, assuming

homogenous distribution throughout.

For the purposes of risk assessment, a further assumption will be made that there is no
obstruction from the inhalation pathway, which could be as simple as covering the nose and
mouth with outer garments or donning a respirator. Furthermore, it should be estimated that
within some time the person will have been notified and seek shelter, so for these calculations, it
is assumed that occurs within one hour. Because breathing rates are variable, and it is not certain
how the person’s physiological state would be affected after a nuclear incident, this term in the
equation cannot be adjusted with any accuracy, therefore it shall remain at 1.2 m3/hr with the
cognizance that it could very likely be higher, leading to a lower DAC’ in level.
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Table 2. Effective dose coefficient for inhalation of radionuclides for members of the public
from ICRP 119 (ICRP 2012)
Nuclide
e (Sv/Bq) from ICRP 119, Table G.1
90
Sr
1.6 E -7
137
Cs
3.9 E -8
241
Am
9.6 E -5
238
Pu
1.1 E -4
Note that 90Sr in this table does not include 90Y in secular equilibrium. This is because 90Y has a
lower dose coefficient value by 2 orders of magnitude, and therefore 90Sr contributes much more
to internal dose.
Using these dose coefficients in the DAC’ in equation, it is possible to estimate the dose
received due to the activity concentration of the isotope in the cloud, normalized per hour of
submersion. This can be used to determine whether the MDC of the system is below the activity
concentration which causes an internal dose. As shown below in the figure, isotopes 238Pu and
241

Am cause larger internal doses than do 90Sr and 137Cs at much lower concentrations inhaled.
Activity Concentration of concern for inhalation of isotopes
1.00E+08

DAC' (Bq/m3)

1.00E+07
1.00E+06

Cs-137

1.00E+05

Sr-90

1.00E+04

Am-241

1.00E+03

Pu-238

1.00E+02
1.00E+01
1.00E+00
1.00E-01
0.0001

0.001

0.01

0.1

Dose (Sv)

Figure 42. Activity concentration in air which causes an internal dose for various isotopes after
one hour of inhalation from a homogenous cloud
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4.2. Detectable Levels
Minimum detectable activities and concentrations are largely a function of background
counts, time, and efficiency of detection for a particular isotope. In the case of this data, all
background measurements are equal. Additionally, operation of the sampler and counter is
always limited to 30 minutes, as that is the average flight time of a rotary wing UAV prior to
depleting battery power and forcing a return to launch point. Therefore, the MDA and MDC
calibration curves can be generated using the background count data and the 30-minute sampling
time, with variable efficiencies, as shown below. These calibration curves are generated using
reasonable efficiencies and can therefore be used if the actual efficiency of detection of an
isotope is unknown. If experimental or simulation data is available, then these curves are
unnecessary, as a specific one for the isotope can be plotted.

Detectable

Undetectable

Figure 43. MDA calibration curves for the detector at various efficiencies
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Detectable

Undetectable

Figure 44. MDC calibration curves for the detector at various efficiencies
The MDA calibration curves are created with substantially lower efficiencies than the
MDC curves are. When utilizing the efficiencies for specific isotopes, as determined through
simulation of 1 Bq of material on a filter for the MDC, and for 1 Bq/m3 for the MDA, the curves
for the isotopes of interest in this study of interest can be determined. These are shown in figure
45 below.

Figure 45. MDA and MDC rates for the detector as operated without pump (MDA) or with pump
(MDC) over the time of flight of the system
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In finding these MDA and MDC rates, it is possible to determine at what time of
sampling the dose limit of concern can be detected within 5% certainty, meaning only a 5%
chance of false positives or negatives, derived by the Currie equation (Knoll 2010). The MDC
curves in figure 45 show the required amount of material collected in order to confidently detect
above uncertainty in background. So, looking at the MDC curves, this means that any activity
concentration above the line can be detected within 5% certainty after that time of sampling. By
overlaying the lines that correspond to the activity concentration causing doses and dose rates of
concern, it can be determined what length of sampling time is needed to confidently determine
whether that amount of material is present.

Figure 46. Ability of system to detect levels of 137Cs above MDC
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Figure 47. Ability of system to detect levels of 90Sr above MDC
Both 137Cs and 90Sr are easily detectable after buildup on the filter. This is not surprising
given the high efficiency of the GM counter to betas, which are emitted by both sources.
Additionally, the characteristic radiations emitted by these sources are quite detectable in this
detection geometry.
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Figure 48. Ability of system to detect levels of 241Am above MDC
For 241Am, the concentration of material in air to cause an external dose rate to a person
of 0.1 mrem per hour is easily detectable, because it takes a large activity for this weak gamma
emitter to cause an appreciable external dose. However, 241Am, being a strong alpha particle
emitter, causes an internal dose of concern at much lower concentrations when inhaled. An
activity concentration that would cause an internal whole-body dose equivalent of 10 rem,
assuming 1 hour of inhalation of material, can be detected after 10 minutes of sampling using
this CAM. If lower doses are of concern, such as 1 rem whole body equivalent dose after one
hour of inhalation, the system is unable to confidently detect that corresponding activity
concentration in air.
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Figure 49. Ability of system to detect levels of 238Pu above MDC
238

Pu is primarily an alpha emitter, with some low energy betas and gammas. The

concern from 238Pu exposure is from the inhalation of energetic alpha particles, and not from the
gamma or betas. This system only makes use of detection of the low energy beta and gamma
radiations and as such is very inefficient in detection of this isotope. The 238Pu alphas, while
undetected, contribute to the only meaningful dose and thus the only contributor to the DAC’ in
these comparisons. Even with full 30-minute sampling, it is still not feasible to detect even
concentrations of 238Pu in a cloud that would lead to high internal doses after one hour of
inhalation.
It is thus shown that in order to detect levels that lead to lower doses, the system must be
operated for longer or with a higher flow rate. For risk levels set very low, particularly for
isotopes that are not detected with great efficiency, it may not be possible to confidently
distinguish with a 30-minute flight time. In these cases, ground-based systems, where duration of
sampling and power of pump in the CAM system are not constrained by the UAV limitations, is
the obvious option.
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4.3. Other Detectors
The GM in this DroneRad-P configuration has its niche as a radiation detector for
determination of count rate due to gamma and beta. However, this gas filled instrument has no
usefulness in gamma spectroscopy, as there is no energy differentiation of particle interaction.
Thus, there is also no usefulness in identification of the isotopes in the radioactive cloud of
material. This is highly desirable information in unknown nuclear incidents such that a source
term can be deduced, and therefore strategies can be developed for response, safety, and
remediation. So, application of a gamma spectrometer can fill this need, and there have already
been documented uses and studies of gamma cameras aboard UAVs. The change in MDA and
MDC with application of different detector is not readily apparent, but the ability to discriminate
pulses due to various energy photons is quite an advantage.
Simulating detectors other than the GM in this CAM can be done using MCNP with
standard F8 tallies to generate a spectrum of pulses per energy deposited in the detector cell.
Modelling the detector relies on the correct material composition and characteristic Gaussian
energy broadening function in the input file. The three types of detectors simulated are Sodium
Iodide inorganic scintillator, a plastic scintillator, and a Cadmium Zinc Telluride semi-conductor.
Materials and Gaussian energy broadening functions for each are as follows in table 3.
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Table 3. Material cards and Gaussian energy broadening functions input for MCNP simulation of
other detectors built into the DroneRad-P system
Material card for detector cell
Gaussian energy
broadening parameters
(a, b, c)
c
Material
3
is
NaI
crystal
Sodium Iodide
-0.003
m3 53000. .5
$ I
0.045
11000. .5
$ Na
81000. .05 $ Tl (density = 3.67 g/cc)
2
c
Material
3
is
PVT
plastic
Plastic Scintillator
0.0
m3 1000 0.5245 $ PVT, H/C = 1.103
0.416
6000 0.4755 $ (density = 1.032)
0.1097
Cadmium Zinc Telluride c Material 3 is CZT
-.0001
m3 48000.
1 $ Cd
.011
52000.
1 $ Te
30000.
1 $ Zn (density = 6.2 g/cc) 2.8
Gaussian energy broadening is a characteristic of the detector type and can be determined
through experimentation with actual detectors. The function in MCNP is meant to distribute
pulses from interactions of particles following the formula:
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏�𝐸𝐸 + 𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸 2

where FWHM is the full width at half of the maximum peak height for a pulse due to a particle
of energy E (Pelowitz 2013). This term is more commonly referred to as the resolution of a
detector. The values used for a, b, and c in the gaussian energy broadening function for NaI and
PVT detectors were from an MCNP code written at Pacific Northwest National Lab (Siciliano
2010). The values for the CZT detector were determined through trial and error, assuming the
resolution afforded by a CZT at the photo peaks corresponding to 137Cs and 60Co, energies of
.662 MeV, 1.17 MeV, and 1.33 MeV, is approximately 2.5-3.5%.
All figures are gamma spectra of simulated 137Cs and 241Am sources. The spectra each
show three lines: one for counts due to material in the cloud alone (material in cloud
contribution); one for counts recorded due only to material captured on the filter; and one for a
combination of counts expected while the material is being collected on the filter and the
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detector is within the cloud of material. This shows that the cloud contribution increases scatter
in lower energy regions of the spectra, important for consideration when attempting to
discriminate low energy photons. However, the high energy peaks are still easily resolved with
better resolution detectors. As the time of sampling increases, more material will have been
collected on the filter and thus counts due to material on the filter will outweigh those
contributed by the cloud. This will lessen the noticeable scatter relative to the peaks.
4.3.1. Sodium Iodide
Sodium Iodide (NaI) detectors are common in gamma spectroscopy, as they have good
energy resolution, about 7%, are affordable, durable, and easily made in shape or configuration
required by the user. NaI scintillator detectors must be paired with a photo-multiplier tube (PMT)
in order to acquire spectroscopic data. This will add weight and require space which may not be
available within the current DroneRad-P system. While small PMTs are available, they tend to
sacrifice efficiency in counting. The PMTs are also sensitive to shock in flight, and may either
break if severely impacted, or could generate spurious pulses if vibrations cause electronic
interference. Additionally, the NaI crystal is hygroscopic, meaning it could be damaged with
slight moisture if not appropriately wrapped in a protective material.
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Figure 50. 2D side and front view of NaI and PMT within the DroneRad-P system, and 3D view
of system with aluminum housing removed, as shown using Visual Editor

Figure 51. Simulated 137Cs spectra after 30-minute sampling within an infinite cloud using the
DroneRad-P with NaI detector
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Figure 52. Simulated 241Am spectra after 30-minute sampling within an infinite cloud using the
DroneRad-P with NaI detector
4.3.2. Plastic Scintillator (PVT)
Visual Editor diagrams of the PVT detector within the CAM are not shown, as they will
look very similar to the NaI detector. PVT detectors may be the ideal gamma detector in this
UAV DroneRad-P system because they can be manufactured to a shape and size which would fit
into the configuration without alteration of the system housing or pump. Additionally, they are
not affected by humidity or moisture in the air, as is particularly feasible in outdoor emergency
response applications. However, as can be seen in the spectra, the resolution is poor. Significant
effort must be spent in unfolding the spectra in order to identify energy of photons emitted by
material captured on the filter. They may be best applied in this type of system to determine the
maximum energy of photons emitted by material in the cloud by looking at the extent of the
spectra with respect to energy channel, as opposed to identifying or quantifying photopeaks.
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Figure 53. Simulated 137Cs spectra after 30-minute sampling within an infinite cloud using the
DroneRad-P with PVT detector

Figure 54. Simulated 241Am spectra after 30-minute sampling within an infinite cloud using the
DroneRad-P with PVT detector
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4.3.3. Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT)
Kromek CZT detectors and arrays are already used on UAVs with few problems thanks
to their lightweight and robust shock and temperature stability (Martin et al. 2016). Unlike
germanium semiconductor detectors, CZT crystals do not need to be kept at low temperatures.
This is particularly advantageous as it reduces weight of the detector without sacrificing a major
percent resolution. The resolution of the CZT is superior to scintillator detectors. While these are
superior to the previous detectors discussed, they are much more expensive. This could prohibit
its use on an expendable type drone which is deployed and not expected to be retrieved.
Additionally, a swarm concept of drones is used for various reasons and having each equipped
with a CZT may not be economically feasible.
The Kromek CZT detector per the specifications does not fit within the DroneRad-P
system, so the aluminum housing of the Kromek was altered in the configuration to allow for
simulation without changing DroneRad-P system and filter geometry (Kromek). CZT crystals are
actually very small, so it is not outside the realm of possibility that a detector can be created to fit
this geometry.

Figure 55. 2D side and front view of CZT within the DroneRad-P system, and 3D view of
system with aluminum housing removed, as shown using Visual Editor
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Figure 56. Simulated 137Cs spectra after 30-minute sampling within an infinite cloud using the
DroneRad-P with CZT detector

Figure 57. Simulated 241Am spectra after 30-minute sampling within an infinite cloud using the
DroneRad-P with CZT detector
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4.4. Plume Models
As stated in the introduction, an advantage of this system is to collect data otherwise not
retrievable and at an earlier time post incident such that dispersion models can utilize data points
to verify plumes and update predictions. The National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center
(NARAC) has a method for inclusion of all types of measurements into predictive models
through statistical checks and adjustments, based on coordinates, elevation, and time. Current
weather data is used to generate smoke plots for dispersion of material even without any
available field measurements of radioactivity. It is then possible for NARAC to use a
preprogrammed source term for radioactive material which better estimates the activity
throughout the plume. Alternatively, if source terms for an incident are not available, as data
from field measurements comes into NARAC, a statistically iterative process is used in which
the data is fit into the model using the coordinate location of the field measurement (Pobanz
2017). If further measurements are within NARAC defined limits for accuracy within the model,
the plots are updated for all data points.
NARAC currently has a process to incorporate ground-based air sampler data, and as
long as the time and elevation of a CAM measurement on board a UAV is known, then the same
process can be applied. This method has not been tested, and as such it is difficult to see if any
advantage could be gained in updating the accuracy of plume models. However, in an emergency
response, it is normally assumed that getting as much data as quickly as possible is desirable.
UAV CAMs can provide early data points which would allow the NARAC smoke plots to be
given more realistic activity concentration values prior to relying on ground-based
measurements. Further testing is warranted to determine accuracy of translation of UAV air
sample data points into plume models.
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CHAPTER 5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
5.1. Areas not fully explored
There are many aspects of detector characterization that were not feasible, and outside of
the scope of this project. The following topics could add confidence in technical basis for
detector use in particular situations.
5.1.1. DroneRad-P Detector Alternatives
The GM detector with the DroneRad-P system is a good tool for determining exposure
rates within a plume. However, another system could be implemented that would allow for alpha
spectrum generation, similar to that of a continuous air monitor used in a nuclear facility. This
would require an alternative DroneRad-P configuration as well as replacement or
supplementation of the GM with an alpha detecting semiconductor or scintillator. Specifically, a
ZnS scintillator or PIPS semiconductor can provide alpha energy information which would aid in
determining more effectively the isotopes of concern in the plume. Additionally, passivated
implanted planar silicon (PIPS) detectors are employed commonly in Environmental Continuous
Air Monitors (ECAMs), which is very advantageous in discriminating isotopes of interest from
background radon progeny in air.
Pairing the alpha detector with a gamma ray detector such as NaI, LaBr, or CZT can
provide both alpha and gamma energy information on the radioisotopes in the plume. The
addition of these two detectors places more limitations on the drone system itself, complicating
the weight and power requirements. It could be seen in MCNP simulations that the employment
of both detectors gives pertinent information, specifically when looking at many different types
of emitters.
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5.1.2. Other isotopes
This study only examined four isotopes individually in an infinite cloud. Simulations
could be done with all expected isotopes of a nuclear plume scenario, specifically from nuclear
power reactors. Of most interest in the early plume phase following a nuclear power plant
incident are radioactive isotopes of iodine. Air sampling for iodines is not as straightforward as
for isotopes in particulate form. Iodines are carried not only as particulates, but also in vapor
form. This would require correction factor to the counted amount after buildup on the
DroneRad-P filter, as this measurement would only capture and detect a percentage of the
concentration of iodine in air. Further, simulations of whole source terms in an infinite cloud
around the detector would be a good comparator for advantage of using a gamma spectrometer in
place of or alongside a GM tube. Isotopes associated with special nuclear material, such as 239Pu
and 235U, would also be of modelling interest for this system, as partial detonation of a nuclear
weapon could leave traces of these, but the exposure might be too high for utilizing people in the
area.
5.1.3. ECAM Comparison
The standard equipment for ground-based field detection of alpha emitting radioactive
particles are environmental continuous air monitors, or ECAMS. These devices are much too
large to use on board a miniature UAS, or even on-board common fixed wing UAVs, as they can
weigh over 20 pounds. However, a useful measure of a drone-borne alpha spectrometer would be
in comparison to a baseline from an ECAM. ECAMS placed in a location on the ground or even
on top of a building would give real time data of unintended releases from nuclear sites. The
difficulty comes in the probability of the plume path of radioactive material travelling toward the
ECAM position, and the time that it would take for the plume to descend to the ECAM’s
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elevation. Defining the drone air monitor in terms of percent effectiveness for an ideal ECAM
would give a decision-making criterion for whether to field this technology.
5.2. Future Project Proposals
While the previous areas are those which warrant further attention within this project, the
following ideas could lend themselves to new, follow-on projects using this research as
background.
5.2.1. Plume reconstruction
As mentioned, one of the possibilities of using this system in emergency response is to
gather data points not otherwise retrievable during a plume release. In a situation where there is a
drastic information gap, the more data acquired, generally the better chances of coming to a
conclusion to characterize the problem. NARAC has software, with pre-programmed scenarios
which are thought to be a quite accurate representation without even requiring a single data
point.
This project would require an airborne release of radioactive material, with a welldefined plume to accomplish. The release could be from a nuclear reactor build-up release, or
actual emergency response such as the Fukushima power plant meltdown. Multiple UAV
systems would need to be used to gather data points in the plume, per discussion throughout this
study. Those data points would be used not to update the model, but to reconstruct it using
NARAC statistical techniques. After reconstruction of the plume model using solely UAV
measurements, a comparison could be made to the previously constructed, well-defined model.
This would give future confidence in utilization of UAV measurements for plume updating.
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5.2.2. Dose translation
This study focused on an airborne cloud of radioactive material, quantified at the height
of a drone hovering within. The dose calculations were also performed for the assumption of this
plume affecting a person on the ground submersed within it equally. In reality, characteristics of
the plume of radioactive material would change over time, as it dissipates with altitude and
distance. Additionally, the effects of groundshine and skyshine were neglected in this study, as
they would generally be less severe than inhalation and direct external exposures would.
To adequately determine whether these UAV measurements can predict the dose to a
population downwind of a source of airborne radioactive material, correlation would need to be
made between dose in the infinite cloud to dose downwind from all exposure pathways. Plume
dispersion models have been studied extensively in the past, so this proposal is not simply to
reperform one, but instead to see if the quantity of radioactive material detected in the cloud by a
UAV can be extrapolated over time to give an estimate of dose to a population, and further,
whether this estimate would be adequate for making an evacuation versus shelter
recommendation.
5.2.3. Fixed Wing UAS Air Sampling
An alternative approach to using a rotary drone air monitor is to employ similar
technology on a fixed wing unmanned aerial system. The fixed wing UAS air monitor would
solve two problems with the rotary wing UAS. First, the flight time and weight restrictions are
much less with a fixed wing aircraft. Therefore, the MDA of the detector can be decreased by
inherent lengthening of sampling time, and the signal resolution could be better with larger
detectors employable. The second challenge this eliminates is the turbulence of airflow near the
sampler inlet due to propeller downwash. Placing the sampler intakes near the leading edge of
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the wing would allow for capture of mostly undisturbed air. Furthermore, multiple samplers and
higher flow rates can be employed. Varying inlet diameters would also aid in capturing all
particles, regardless of aerodynamic diameter. The analyses of multiple spectra would need to be
performed in this case. The new challenge that now arises from this approach is the sampling of
air outside of the plume region of interest. Whereas rotary wing drones can maneuver in a
manner which would maximize their time in the plume, the fixed wing UAS must maintain its
forward momentum during flight. This could inevitably result in flying outside of the plume area
and collecting air which is not of interest. To account for this, the volume of uncontaminated air
collected must be factored into the equation to determine true activity in the plume.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this system and radiation detector is to quickly acquire information about
an airborne radiation hazard without placing personnel at risk or expending costly resources
which may become contaminated and unavailable for later use. Unmanned aerial systems are a
key part in many future applications, emergency response only being one, although a critically
important one for safety and security. The use of a drone and detector is intuitively
advantageous, but the specifications of the system create limitations which must be quantified in
order to determine its applicability in specific situations. UAVs have been used for radiation
detection in various scenarios already but have only employed gamma spectrometers for analysis
of material already deposited on the ground or another surface. In predicting harm to the public
and responders after a nuclear incident, especially due to airborne radioactive material,
quantification of concentration in air is vitally important, which would allow for estimation of
internal and external doses expected.
While it is difficult to test completely and accurately the response of this system to
airborne radiation, aspects of the detector can be assessed as pieces of the whole. Computational
fluid dynamics, particle size biasing, dust loading, and filter buildup are all other dimensions of
the system which could be experimented with to further the characterization. Radiation detection
efficiency has been simulated in this study, with integration of experimental measurements. With
the assumption of a homogeneous distribution of radioactive material in a plume, the
determination can be made as to whether this detector is able to quantify the activity
concentration of single isotopes to levels which would contribute to internal and external doses
of concern.
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Experimental and Monte Carlo calculations have been performed extensively, and
updated throughout the years by many scientists, which allow for the estimation of dose
contribution to a person due to known activity of individual isotopes in a cloud. These dose
coefficients were used to determine which activity concentrations would create doses to a person
who theoretically became submersed in an infinite cloud of radioactive material. The activity per
volume of air determined to cause the dose of interest can be used as the level to which detection
of the isotope is desired. The minimum detectable level of the system for the isotope of interest
must be less than that which would cause the dose of concern.
The minimum detectable activity concentration of this system for four isotopes of
concern in nuclear release scenarios were determined. The main factors in finding the MDA and
MDC are the background radiation levels as counted by the detector, and the efficiency with
which an isotope is counted. As mentioned, there may be other attributes of the system which
skew the counting. For this study, only the characteristics of particle counting were evaluated. It
was found that the isotope which has a higher yield of beta emissions, 90Sr, was best detected,
and thus had the lowest MDA and MDC. The mixed beta gamma emitter, 137Cs was still detected
with relatively high efficiency, but due to the inefficient gamma counting of a GM, the overall
MDA and MDC for the isotope was lower than that of 90Sr. For both, the activity concentration
in a cloud which would deliver a dose of concern is still quite high, and thus detection of these
levels occurs with good confidence. The low energy gamma emitter, 241Am is inefficiently
detected. This is important because evaluation of internal and external dose create vastly
different levels requiring detection. While the activity concentration to create an external dose of
concern is easily detectable, that concentration which creates an internal dose of concern may not
be detectable. This is further illustrated by 238Pu, which for the purpose of this study is
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considered to only be a significant internal hazard. The concentration which leads to a
significantly high dose is not detectable. This is a complication of both the inefficiency with
which 238Pu is detected over only 30 minutes of sampling, and the very low amount of 238Pu
which causes a significant internal hazard. The alpha particles emitted from 241Am and 238Pu are
more easily detected and thus an alternate configuration of the DroneRad-P system is better used
in cases where these isotopes are of the highest interest.
This study provides information supporting the technical basis for employment of this
system in various emergency response scenarios, particularly after nuclear power accidents with
release of airborne activation and fission products. Additionally, the calculation of activity
concentration levels using dose coefficients, normalized to one hour of exposure, gives flexibility
in decision making on whether this system can identify the quantities of interest in a nuclear
plume scenario. The advantage this system provides over a standard gamma spectrometer or
count rate meter without vacuum pump has been quantified. While the application of this system
is limited, as future advances in UAV development lead to longer fly times and larger payloads,
emergency response operations seeking to detect airborne radioactive material will be aided by
pumps with larger flow rates and longer sampling times. At that point, the application of this
system to other nuclear scenarios can be explored, and advantages for those explored in this
paper will be much clearer.
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APPENDIX. MCNP Information

Figure 58. Cell cards input built for MCNP simulation of DroneRad-P
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Figure 59. Surface cards input built for MCNP simulation of DroneRad-P
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Figure 60. Material cards input built for MCNP simulation of DroneRad-P
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Figure 61. 137Cs source card input built for MCNP simulation

Figure 62. 90Sr/Y in secular equilibrium source card input built for MCNP simulation
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Figure 63. 241Am source card input built for MCNP simulation
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Figure 64. 238Pu source card input built for MCNP simulation
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Figure 65. Tally card input with modified F1 and F8 tallies

Table 4. Computer Information for Monte Carlo Simulations
PC
HP
Processor
Intel Core i5-7200U 2.50 GHz
RAM
8.0 GB
Monte Carlo Software
MCNP6.1
Plotter Software
Visual Editor X_25
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Table 5. MCNP Simulations Information
Source simulation description
Number of
particles
transported
137
Point, Cs at (0,0)
6016521
Point, 137Cs at (0,14)
10054965
137
Point, Cs at (0,5)
9314268
137
Point, Cs at (2,5)
9977552
Point, 137Cs at (4,5)
9839967
137
Point, Cs at (6,5)
9602899
Point, 137Cs at (8,5)
10105694
90
Point, Sr/Y at (0,0)
450500
Point, 90Sr/Y at (0,14)
814555
90
Point, Sr/Y at (0,5)
3033558
90
Point, Sr/Y at (2,5)
772280
Point, 90Sr/Y at (4,5)
787184
90
Point, Sr/Y at (6,5)
794620
Point, 90Sr/Y at (8,5)
800634
241
Point, Am at (0,0)
19614021
Point, 241Am at (0,14)
89192289
241
Point, Am at (0,5)
84503062
241
Point, Am at (2,5)
79823324
Point, 241Am at (4,5)
95030289
241
Point, Am at (6,5)
102470821
Point, 241Am at (8,5)
95410447
137
Filter, Cs fully deposited
9402664
Filter, 90Sr/Y fully deposited
1348025
241
Filter, Am fully deposited
19527593
238
Filter, Pu fully deposited
26573060
Cloud, 137Cs 0.24 Bq/m3
22149207
137
3
Cloud, Cs 0.3275 Bq/m
26968809
Cloud, 137Cs 0.4663 Bq/m3
24298349
137
3
Cloud, Cs 0.696 Bq/m
24045519
137
3
Cloud, Cs 1.105 Bq/m
24403630
Cloud, 137Cs 1.91 Bq/m3
23696057
137
3
Cloud, Cs 3.73 Bq/m
24232499
Cloud, 137Cs 8.842 Bq/m3
28643850
137
3
Cloud, Cs 29.84 Bq/m
23563765
Cloud, 137Cs 238.73 Bq/m3
20805561
137
3
Cloud, Cs 327.48 Bq/m
26344523
137
3
Cloud, Cs 466.27 Bq/m
18419080
Cloud, 137Cs 696.013 Bq/m3
20070202
137
3
Cloud, Cs 1105.243 Bq/m
24109546
Cloud, 137Cs 1923.1 Bq/m3
18630260
90
3
Cloud, Sr/Y 0.03 Bq/m
8415478

Computer time
(minutes)
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
100
100
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
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Relative
uncertainty for
tally of interest
0.0018
0.0244
0.0084
0.0092
0.0127
0.0193
0.0271
0.0036
0.0437
0.0080
0.0186
0.0250
0.0355
0.0543
0.0142
0.0677
0.0262
0.0339
0.0438
0.0582
0.0896
0.0012
0.0015
0.0257
0.0102
0.3194
0.2264
0.2154
0.1634
0.1549
0.1267
0.0876
0.0615
0.0444
0.0219
0.0173
0.0182
0.0152
0.0114
0.0107
0.2205

Cloud, 90Sr/Y 0.24 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 0.3275 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 0.4663 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 0.696 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 1.105 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 1.91 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 3.73 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 8.842 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 29.84 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 238.73 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 696.013 Bq/m3
Cloud, 90Sr/Y 1923.1 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 0.24 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 0.4663 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 1.105 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 1.91 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 3.73 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 8.842 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 29.84 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 238.73 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 327.48 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 466.27 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 1105.243 Bq/m3
Cloud, 238Pu 1923.1 Bq/m3
Filter, 137Cs, NaI detector
Cloud, 137Cs, NaI detector
Filter, 241Am, NaI detector
Cloud, 241Am, NaI detector
Filter, 137Cs, PVT detector
Cloud, 137Cs, PVT detector
Filter, 241Am, PVT detector
Cloud, 241Am, PVT detector
Filter, 137Cs, CZT detector
Cloud, 137Cs, CZT detector
Filter, 241Am, CZT detector
Cloud, 241Am, CZT detector

6793074
8446932
6287625
7538573
6420631
6394632
6462068
6364286
6660928
6414899
5982742
5901476
100332649
118094561
118618674
100905422
98193239
96140207
92232009
94821643
81058416
75767459
75652710
89195788
8636613
214109271
24664168
1985348704
10653649
213930308
34450772
1987770280
9788342
214567145
29807355
2002953522
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180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
480
5000
480
5000
480
5000
480
5000
480
5000
480
5000

0.1242
0.0996
0.1080
0.0825
0.0743
0.0602
0.0468
0.0362
0.0230
0.0113
0.0080
0.0055
0.7071
0.8246
0.6124
0.6124
0.5292
0.3197
0.2165
0.0966
0.0932
0.0863
0.0643
0.0473
0.0009
0.0392
0.0006
0.0180
0.0008
0.0392
0.0005
0.0180
0.0013
0.0822
0.0007
0.0427
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